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Digital Learning – The JHGS 1-2-1 Chromebook Programme

The significance of digital technologies in all aspects of our lives has increased exponentially over time.
The increasing sophistication of devices and applications can now provide a range of solutions and tools
in all manner of areas.

A key driver for JHGS is ensuring that we prepare our students for their futures, and develop skills and
abilities that they will need in careers that are currently unknown, and possibly in industries that do not
yet exist. One certainty however is that technology is, and will continue to be, integral to our student’s
futures.

In 2012, JHGS launched its first 1-2-1 iPad scheme to equip all students in a class with technology to
support their learning. In the decade since, we have sought to continually refine and develop the
programme including replacing iPads with Chromebooks. Chromebooks are a more cost effective, user
friendly and education focused solution. The financial constraints of the school relies upon the support
of parents to purchase devices on behalf of their child, although support is available and will be
communicated to parents who face greater financial challenges to support this purchase.

The move to home learning in April 2020 saw access to Chromebooks as a key reason why students at
JHGS were able to maintain effective learning and engage with their teachers and peers productively.
The pandemic accelerated the access to devices down to boys in Year 7 by the start of the Spring term
2021. At the start of the academic year in 2021 therefore, all students in Year 8 to Year 11 had access to a
Chromebook in lessons. Six Form students are permitted an open option to ‘Bring Your Own Device’ as
alternative operating systems and device specific software may be more appropriate as they make more
specialist and independent use of technology at this level of study.

As a school JHGS places a high value on the need to develop students' handwriting and other skills to
work ‘offline’. Whilst Chromebooks are a significant tool in teaching and learning, they are one of many
tools and strategies available for teachers and are not used in every lesson. The Chromebook programme
is deliberately not introduced at the start of Year 7 as students already have a lot of new routines and
expectations to adopt and can be overwhelmed if challenged at the start of their JHGS journey to adapt
to blended learning with a 1-2-1 device effectively. Consequently our device launch takes place once
they have become settled and familiar with JHGS expectations.

This booklet has been produced in order to help you and your child to prepare for the introduction of
Chromebooks next term and provide you with a source of reference regarding some of the key decisions
that you will need to make in order to facilitate this.

Mr J Turner
Assistant Headteacher – Curriculum, Digital Strategy & Outreach
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What is a Chromebook, and why do JHGS like them?

A Chromebook is a type of computer similar to a laptop, which uses the Google Chrome operating

system (Chrome OS). It utilises cloud storage (which for school purposes integrates seamlessly with your

child’s JHGS Google Drive and other G Suite applications) and therefore requires less device memory and

a lower specification, thereby making Chromebooks cheaper than comparable Windows laptops.

Chromebooks require users to log in using a Google account, which during school hours is restricted to

their user@jhgs.bucks.sch.uk account due to the Chrome for Education License that we require for all

devices. This means that we can manage devices through our school domain settings enabling us to

manage content and ensure distractions are limited.

Outside of school hours (8:45am - 3:45pm, Monday to Friday during term time), any Google account can

be used, meaning that the favourites, files, apps and other settings of an alternative account can be

accessed securely and independently. The Chromebook can therefore be used by the whole family,

helping to increase the usability of the device.

Whilst files can be saved locally on a Chromebook, the ease of use of Google Drive through a

Chromebook negates this. An added benefit of this is that due to log in being based on a user’s Google

account, if a student needs to borrow a school owned Chromebook, the user experience will be identical

to using their own device, and all their documents will be available instantly.

Which specification Chromebook do I need to get?

There is a wide range of Chromebooks available from a number of manufacturers. Over the page are

some recommended devices, which meet the following minimum requirements:

● Processor. As stated, Chromebooks do not need significant power to run. The lower specification

devices should feature at least an Intel Celeron processor such as the N4010, N4020 or more

powerful N5000. It is worth considering that the higher the specification of a processor, the

higher the demands on the battery and resultantly more quickly it will drain. More expensive

options may have an Intel Pentium or Core i3/i5 processor – these are also fine for school use.

● Memory. Almost all Chromebooks will come with at least 4GB of RAM. This is adequate for

school use, and there is no real benefit of a larger RAM size for school purposes. 16GB storage is

also common and well within specification for school use.

● Auto Update Expiration (AUE). All Chromebooks will receive automatic updates from Google

both to improve software and device usability. Updates will also fix any bugs, and ensure that

devices are secure and safe. The duration of this service however is limited by the specific

models ‘Auto Update Expiry’, which identifies when updates will no longer be provided by

Google. As the device students use is intended to be single purchase to take them to the end of
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Year 11, the expiry date should accommodate this. For students currently in Year 7 (2022-23

academic year) this needs to be June 2027 at the earliest. A later AUE also suggests a more

recent model. Fortunately Google list the AUE of all Chromebooks at the following link:

https://support.google.com/chrome/a/answer/6220366?hl=en#zippy=%2Cacer

What other considerations are there when choosing a Chromebook?

In addition to the specifications listed on the previous page, our experience would also suggest the

following features are desirable:

● An 11” to 12” screen offers the best compromise between portability and usability. This is

approximately the size of a piece of A4, and so easy to carry with books and stationery around

school.

● A touchscreen design makes some apps (such as Jamboard) easier to use, although these are still

useable with a non-touch screen device.

● A USB mouse can make navigation easier – compact versions are available that will fit into a

generously sized pencil case.

● A soft close-fitting case (not a laptop bag) will help to reduce scratches and some accidental

damage. It is worth noting that for insurance purposes most insurers would stipulate that a

device be safely stowed in a case when in transit.

● A longer guarantee length is useful. Inevitably, devices will go wrong from time to time. Many

new Chromebooks are sold with a one or three-year guarantee included, and may have the

scope for extended warranty if you wish. We would recommend devices with three-year

guarantees being the best compromise.

Examples of Chromebooks that would be suitable / recommended (note that there are many

alternatives)

HP Chromebook x360 14a-ca0006na

Guide price - £380

● Intel Pentium processor

● 8GB Ram / 64GB storage

● AUE – June 2029

● 14” (a little larger than absolutely ideal) Touchscreen

Lenovo 300e Chromebook Gen 3

Guide price - £330

● AMD 3000 Series 3015Ce processor

● 4GB Ram / 32GB storage

● AUE – June 2029

● 11.6” Touchscreen

This is the latest (Gen 3) version of the device most popular in
school
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Dell Chromebook 3110 for Education

Guide price - £340

● Intel Celeron N4500 processor

● 4GB Ram / 32GB storage

● AUE – June 2030

● 11.6” Non-Touchscreen

Lenovo IdeaPad Flex 3i

Guide price - £180-£300

● Intel Celeron N4020 processor (low end of

specification)

● 4GB Ram / 64GB storage

● AUE – June 2030

● 11” Touchscreen

Samsung Galaxy Chromebook Go LTE

Guide price - £399

● Intel Celeron N4500 processor

● 4GB Ram / 64GB storage

● AUE – June 2028

● 14” HD LED (a little larger than absolutely ideal)

Non-Touchscreen

Do I need to do anything with my Chromebook after I purchase it, and before it comes into school?

1. Chrome for Education License: All Chromebooks used in school must have a Google for Education

License installed upon them. This license allows the JHGS Google Administrators to manage the

device. This includes pushing school-approved apps and extensions to user’s devices, manage how

devices connect to the network to ensure appropriate filtering, enable and disable software, and

customise the school wide settings of devices to maximise the benefits to students in a safe online

learning environment.

Parents should visit their parent pay account (https://www.parentpay.com/) where the ‘Chromebook

Licence’ will be available to purchase after Thursday 9th February. The licence is transferable to a

new device, should a Chromebook need to be replaced during your child's time at JHGS.

Please note that installation of the Google for Education License can only be done by the IT

department as it requires the licence for the device to be added to the school’s domain by an

administrator. Installation of the licence requires that the Chromebook is given a factory reset. Any

files and settings on the device will be deleted. Anything which you require to keep should be backed

up in advance. Students are not permitted to use devices that do not have this licence installed in

school, as this poses a potential safeguarding and behaviour management risk.

2. Insurance: It is quite common for young men to grab whatever comes to hand when looking to build

a goalpost in the playground, including a Chromebook; or to leave their Chromebook outside in the
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rain when away with their thoughts at break. I therefore cannot recommend highly enough the

consideration of insurance for Chromebooks before they come into school.

There are standalone insurance policies for electronics such as a Chromebook starting from

approximately £5 a month, which cover loss, theft, and damage.  It may be worth checking

beforehand however to see if your home insurance will offer some level of protection to your child’s

belongings when away from home. A combination of trustworthy students, and the ability of devices

with a Chrome for Education License being simple to remotely disable or track means that damage is

the almost exclusive reason that a claim may be made.

3. Make it ‘yours’: Before bringing a device to school, it is a good idea to attach an identifying sticker or

name tag to it. Although Chromebooks automatically show the logged in user’s name when opened,

it is helpful if a device can be identified quickly whilst closed. A nametag or discreet inoffensive

sticker can be added to aid this. Devices should not however be covered in stickers or have anything

that could be deemed inappropriate on them. If in doubt please ask.
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How should a Chromebook be managed on a day-to-day basis?

A prerequisite to students using devices in school is that they must have read and agree to the school’s

Digital Learning User Agreement for Personal Devices. A copy of this can be accessed here. Responses

are collected electronically during the first term of Year 7 as part of the wider Digital Safety Acceptable

Use Agreement for Students.

In addition, there are a few other common-sense considerations for managing Chromebooks both in and

out of school.

● Chromebooks should be fully charged overnight. The battery life of Chromebooks is amazing,

and they can easily last for the entire school day (even if used every lesson).

● Chromebooks are a learning resource – they should be taken to every classroom-based lesson.

● The default position in any lesson is for Chromebooks to be kept closed until teachers request

them to be used.

● Chromebooks should be kept in a protective cover when moving between lessons to minimise

the chance of damage.

● Outside of timetabled periods Chromebooks can only be used in a supervised classroom or the

LRC. Alternatively, they should be kept securely in a student’s locker until their next lesson.

● Chromebooks should be securely stowed away in school bags on the commute to and from

school.

What if I do not want to buy a Chromebook, or the one we have is being repaired?

The schools Chromebook programme is only successful due to parental financial support to buy their

child a device. While the school can offer financial aid to those who we know will find this an extra

burden, some parents may choose not to purchase a device. On average c.98% of parents in each year

group do generously support the programme. There are a number of interest free options available from

retailers to spread payments over longer periods such as twelve months.

The school has provision of a small number of daily loan devices that are available for students to borrow

if they do not have their own device, or if their own device is unavailable due to no fault of their own.

These devices are available to loan from 8:30am and must be returned at the end of the school day. To

take out a loan device, a request from a parent marked for the attention of the IT department by email

to office@jhgs.bucks.sch.uk, or a parental note with a clear reason for a loan request must be presented.
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Leaving a device at home, forgetting to charge a device and similar avoidable issues are not sufficient

reason for a loan device to be issued, and may be refused. JHGS encourages all students to take personal

responsibility and ‘quit ye like men’.

Parents who do not wish to purchase a Chromebook, should contact Mr Turner via

office@jhgs.bucks.sch.uk so that arrangements can be put into place so as not to disadvantage their

child.
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Chromebook Checklist

The following checklist identifies all the key elements for purchase or consideration.

✔

Chromebook

Essential
● Intel Celeron N4010 (or higher specification) processor
● 4GB Ram
● 16GB Storage
● Auto Update Expiration (June 2027 or later)

Desirable
● Protective case
● Touchscreen
● USB mouse
● 11” to 12” screen size
● Three-year guarantee

Chrome for Education License (essential and available to purchase on ‘parentpay’)

Insurance cover?

Name tag / distinctive sticker for identification
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